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Welcome to issue 128 of HANDBRAKES & 
HAIRPINS, your FREE weekly insight into 
the world of rallying!
 Inside this week, HANDBRAKES 
& HAIRPINS is pleased to bring you 
a fantastic competition presented by 
Veloce Publishing. You stand a chance 
to win a great rally book and readers of 
HANDBRAKES & HAIRPINS will enjoy a 
special discount of 25% off Veloce Books. 
More details are to be found on page 7.
 As always, I hope you enjoy this 
week’s exciting edition!

Yours in Rallying,

Evan Rothman
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Circuit of Kerry Stages 2010: 
McGarrity wins on tie-break
Seven days after winning his fourth Circuit of Ireland 
International Rally, Derek McGarrity yesterday scored a 
dramatic last stage victory in the Circuit of Kerry at Tralee, the 
third round of the Dunlop National Rally Championship.
 McGarrity and his co-driver James McKee entered 
the fi nal stage seven seconds behind leader Kevin Barrett and 
beat the Maynooth driver by seven seconds to leave them tied 
for top place, and with the tie-decider being the quicker time 
on the last stage, the Belfast pair triumphed by the narrowest 
possible margin to leave the bitterly disappointed Barrett as 
runner up after leading right from the start.
 Niall Maguire fi nished third overall, 31sec behind the 
leaders, in his Subaru Impreza WRC.
 Meanwhile, championship leader going into the event, 
Melvyn Evans was forced to retire his Subaru Impreza WRC 
following engine problems.

via www.motorsportireland.com
Circuit of Kerry Stages Rally 2010 - top ten results:
01) D. McGarrity/J. McKee (Impreza WRC) - 01hr 04m 40s 
02) K. Barrett/S. Mullally (Impreza WRC) - 01hr 04m 40s
03) N. Maguire/E. Sherry (Impreza WRC) - 01hr 05m 11s
04) B. Meade/J. Hickey (Escort) - 01hr 07m 12s
05) A. Ring/B. Duggan (Lancer N) - 01hr 08m 46s
06) M. Jasper/D. Wyatt (Accent WRC) - 01hr 08m 50s
07) P. Purtill/K. Shanahan (Escort) - 01hr 08m 52s
08) E. Synan/D. O’Connell (Escort) - 01hr 08m 55s
09) L. Hutchinson/K. Flanagan (Mini) - 01hr 10m 09s
10) R. Whelan/C. Fitzgerald (Civic) - 01hr 10m 17s
- Credit: www.rallybuzz.com

Pierre Campana prepares to take on 
the Lyon Chabonnieres Rally
Up-and-coming Frenchman Pierre Campana will compete on 
the Lyon Charbonnieres Rally this weekend, the second round 
of the French Rally Championship and the most important 
event in his career to date. 
 The 24-year-old will drive a Peugeot 207 S2000 
run by the Munaretto team for only the second time, having 
completed a short shakedown event, the Ronde del Grifo, in 
northern Italy last month. 
 The Lyon Charbonnieres Rally will be an entirely 
different proposition, with Pierre going up against some of the 
most competitive drivers in Europe, equipped with state-of-
the-art machinery. The rally itself runs over two days, using 
demanding asphalt stages that are frequently affected by rain 
and other adverse weather conditions. 
 French simulator company Ellip6, which backed 
Pierre Campana’s Renault Clio R3 that fi nished an astonishing 
12th overall on the Monte Carlo Rally in January, will support 
the talented young Frenchman for the rest of the season. 
The yellow colours of Ellip6 fi rst appeared on a Peugeot 207 
S2000 when Pierre contested the Ronde del Grifo, and now 
the company makes its debut on the prestigious French Rally 
Championship. 
 Pierre has contested the Lyon Charbonnieres Rally 
before in a two-wheel drive Group N car, but he has no 
experience of the 280 horsepower Peugeot in these conditions. 
Once more, he will be co-driven by his fellow Corsican Sabrina 
de Castelli. 
 “I’m really looking forward to the Lyon Charbonnieres 
Rally, which has got to be one of the most important events I 
will ever contest in my life,” he said. “For the fi rst time, I will 

Latvala to tackle 24-hour race at 
famous Nurburgring in Focus RS
Ford’s World Rally Championship driver, Jari-Matti Latvala, will 
tackle this year’s 24-hour race at the Nurburgring (15 - 16 
May) in Germany. The BP Ford Abu Dhabi World Rally Team 
driver, who has won two world rallies in his career, will drive 
a Ford Focus RS prepared by the Team FH Koln Motorsport 
(students from University of Cologne). 
 Latvala enjoyed his fi rst taste of the demanding circuit 
when he competed in Saturday’s second round of the VLN 
(Veranstaltergemeinschaft Langstreckenpokal Nurburgring) 
Endurance Championship at the Nurburgring, after which the 
25-year-old was enthusiastic about the infamous ‘Green Hell’.
 “Obviously my expectations were very high. The 
Nordschleife has a fearsome reputation and having now driven 
all of these curves, I can understand the reasons behind that.  
It demands the utmost respect, but I found the experience to 
be thrilling. The race isn’t going to be relaxing, but they say 
that a change is as good as a rest. We will soon see what kind 
of a rest this will be. I am really looking forward to this race,” 
said Latvala.
 “I was extremely impressed with the car. I’m used to 
the four-wheel drive of my Ford Focus RS World Rally Car, but 
I was genuinely surprised by the good traction available from 
this front-wheel drive touring car,” he added.
 It will be the fi rst 24-hour race for the young man 
from Tuuri, Finland.  In fact, prior to Saturday’s test drive, he 
had never even raced on a closed circuit. 
 However, Latvala has no lack of experience when it 
comes to competing in fast Ford cars. At the tender age of 
eight Latvala began to learn his driving skills in an Escort Mk1 
on private gravel roads near his home. At 16, he began to 
compete in rally sprints, and a year later he entered the British 
Rally Championship. 
 In 2002 he drove his fi rst world championship event 
and the following season he sampled a privately-entered Ford 
Focus RS World Rally Car for the fi rst time. Since 2008, Latvala 
has driven for the BP Ford Abu Dhabi team in the FIA World 
Rally Championship. Earlier this month Latvala excelled in 
demanding conditions to fi nish second in the Jordan Rally, and 
currently lies second in the world championship standings. 
 For Latvala, whose favoured rally surfaces are snow 
and gravel, the 24-hour race at the Nurburgring will be perfect 
preparation for the WRC’s four asphalt fi xtures later this 
season in Bulgaria, Germany, France and Spain. 
 “With every kilometre of the Nordschleife, Jari-Matti’s 
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go up against really established top drivers in the same sort of 
car, which is capable of winning the event. Of course, I cannot 
pretend that this is a realistic possibility on my fi rst event, 
but if I can be in the top fi ve I will be delighted and if I can be 
in the top 10 then I will defi nitely be pleased. Above all, my 
objective is to fi nish the rally. Everything is new to me, from 
the car itself to my pace notes, which we will obviously have to 
make again from scratch to match the speed and power of the 
207. I’d like to thank Munaretto for preparing a great car, and 
especially Ellip6. Without their valued support, none of this 
would be possible.” 
 The Ellip6 centre, based close to Avignon in the South 
of France, opened last week. Through a partnership with 
Pierre, Ellip6 aims to expand its national and international 
recognition as part of a long-term strategy that will see the 
company extend its activities over the coming years. 
 The Lyon Charbonnieres Rally gets underway on 
Friday and takes in 13 special stages totalling 211 competitive 
kilometres.
- Credit: Supplied



Serkan Yazici returns rallying with 
support of Atlas Jet and Stroer

Emma Gilmour storms to second 
overall in Rally of Otago
Emma Gilmour gave her new Subaru Impreza WRX STI a 
successful national championship debut on the Otago Rally, 
fi nishing runner-up in the overall standings after two days of 
tough competition.
 Running third on the road for the rally’s opening leg 
on Saturday, Gilmour faced the double challenge of having 
to play a part in sweeping loose gravel from the roads, and 
battling thick dust on a number of early stages. Slipping to 
seventh after three stages, she then climbed back to fi fth 
overall and fourth in the Group N Production Class fi eld with 
a powerful afternoon performance that included a win on the 
longest stage of the day.   
 That result earned Gilmour a fi fth-place start order for 
the rally’s second leg on Sunday. She was quickly on the pace, 
taking the lead for the day by winning the morning’s second 

experience with this kind of surface will grow,” said Ford of 
Europe motorsport chief Gerard Quinn. “That could really help 
him when he comes to the tricky asphalt rallies later in the 
WRC season.” 
 Latvala will be partnered by three other experienced 
circuit drivers during the 24-hour race - Anja Wassertheurer, 
Daniela Schmid and Stefan Schlesack. Latvala, Wassertheurer 
and Schmid fi nished third in class in Saturday’s test race. 
 The Ford Focus RS is being prepared and entered for 
the race by 20 students from the Cologne University of Applied 
Science under the guidance of professor graduate engineer 
Frank Herman. Technical support for Team FH Koln Motorsport 
is provided by TRW, Dekra, Dunlop and Castrol.
- Credit: BP Ford Abu Dhabi World Rally Team Media

Four-times Turkish champion Serkan Yazici returns to rallying 
this season with the sponsorship of Atlas Jet and Stroer at the 
wheel of an Abarth Grande Punto S2000. He aims to win the 
title for the fi fth time. 
 Serkan Yazici tested his new car in Bıçkıdere strict on 
9th April with his new co-driver Kaan Ozsenler. His new Abarth 
Grande Punto S2000 has the latest specifi cations, and he 
admits to feel the developments at the fi rst try. “I found new 
gearbox and engine fantastic” says Yazıcı. 
 Serkan Yazici won 2000, 2001, 2004 and 2008 Turkish 
Rally Championship titles. He also became third in 2000 FIA 
Teams Cup. Last year, he contested Italian Rally Championship 
onboard an Abarth Grande Punto S2000. 
 This year, Serkan Yazici returns with the technical 
support of Pegasus Racing, Abarth Italy and ST Racing. 
Yazici’s fi rst real test will be the upcoming Rally of Turkey, 
fourth round of the World Rally Championship. 

Turkish Rally Championship Calendar :
• 16-18 April  Rally of Turkey (WRC) İstanbul
• 8-9 May  Ege Rallisi    İzmir
• 12-13 June  Kocaeli Rallisi  Kocaeli
• 3-4 July  İstanbul Rallisi  İstanbul
• 24-25 July  İstanbul Rally  (ERC)  İstanbul
• 21-22 August  Hitit Rallisi   Bolu
• 2-3 October  Yeşil Bursa Rallisi  Bursa
- Credit: Pegasus Racing
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special stage.  Though she then lost time with a tyre problem 
in the next stage, further top times - including a win through 
the fi fth stage of the day - kept the Vantage Rally Team driver 
in contention for the leg lead.
 Unfortunately Gilmour’s challenge was blunted when 
she crested a brow leading into a very fast bend, only to fi nd a 
tree stump in the middle of the road.
 “That spot had already caught out one of the drivers 
ahead big-time, and when he went off the road he fl icked the 
stump onto the road,” Gilmour explained. “We managed to 
avoid the stump but had to half leave the road to do so, and 
when we did that damaged the car’s brakes.”
 “Then, as well as having to fi nish the stage without 
brakes, we started to catch him and got slowed by his dust,” 
Gilmour explained. “We had been on track for another great 
time but lost about 15 seconds. With the battle for the lead 
being so tight, that was a signifi cant blow.”
 Gilmour still started the rally’s fi nal two stages placed 
third for the day and third overall for the event. That third 
placing for the event become a second placing when long-time 
rally leader Chris West lost a wheel and retired on the fi nal 
stage. However, fellow Subaru driver Richard Mason managed 
to prevent Gilmour from claiming second for the day with a 
blistering run through the rally’s last stage.
 Mason was also able to overhaul Dean Sumner for the 
day, but it was Sumner – thanks to his strong run on day one 
– who went on to claim the overall rally win by 15.3 seconds 
from Gilmour.
 “In one sense it was quite a disappointing way to end 
the rally, as we had been battling Dean all day, and but for that 
big moment three stages form home we could have reached 
the fi nish ramp ready to celebrate our fi rst rally win,” Gilmour 
admitted. “Still, that’s the way things work out in rallying 
sometimes.”
 “Looking on the positive side, we leave Dunedin only 
nine points off the national championship lead. And as well as 
securing a really solid championship result, we won two stages 
and fi nished in the top-three on four more. That shows we are 
right on rally-winning pace with our new car.”
 Gilmour’s next event is Rally New Zealand in one 
month’s time. She has been awarded one of two wildcard 
entries into the Production World Rally Championship section of 
the event, which means she will be competing directly against 
the world’s top Production Class drivers as well as for national 
championship points.

Final Classifi cation:
01) D. Sumner/P. Fallon Mitsubishi Lancer Evo)  - 02h 36m 24,5s
02) E. Gilmour/G. Macneall (Subaru Impreza WRX STI)  - 02h 36m 39,8s 
03) R. Mason/H. Fenemor (Subaru Impreza WRX STI)  - 02h 36m 44,9s
04) P. Malley/M. Reid (Mitsubishi Lancer Evo)   - 02h 36m 53,0s
05) G. Argyle/P. Deakin (Mitsubishi Lancer Evo)  - 02h 37m 26,2s
- Credit: www.emmagilmour.com
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The team, which lost its new class S2000 
Ford Fiesta in a fi re during the Total Tour 
Natal, has been able to obtain a new car 
for the Sasol Rally, which takes place in 
Mpumalanga on 23 - 24 April.
 “Greg Godrich, my co-driver, 
and I were both totally devastated when 
we had to stand by and watch our new 
Basil Read bizhub-sponsored Fiesta go 
up in a fi reball and believed this could 
well be the end of our rally careers,” 
commented team driver and multiple 
motor sport champion Charl Wilken, of 
Pretoria.
 “Fortunately our team manager, 
Flip Wilken, has been able to negotiate 
a replacement Ford Fiesta from M-Sport, 
the motorsport arm of Ford UK, with the 
help of Basil Read. The car will arrive 
on the Monday prior to the Friday start 
of the rally, which means we will again 

have little time to get used to the left-
hand drive car,” added Charl Wilken.
 “Our previous car arrived in a 
similar tight time frame and I had limited 
pre-event practice time.  I did drive the 
Saturday stages on the Total Tour Natal 
and had only just started getting to grips 
with the unfamiliar car on the Sunday 
morning when our hopes and dreams 
went up in smoke,
 “The S2000 Fiesta has already 
made its mark in South African rallying 
with Conrad Rautenbach, of Zimbabwe, 
winning fi rst time out in his new car, 
which is the same specifi cation as my 
previous one and the new one that is 
being prepared for us at M-Sport in 
England.
 “This means Greg and I 
won’t only be up against the works BP 
Volkswagen and Castrol Toyota teams, 
but also against Rautenbach, who has 
the benefi t of two years of competing 
in the World Rally Championship as 

well as a very experienced co-driver in 
fellow Zimbabwean Peter Marsh,” added 
Wilken.
 “Competition in the top class of 
SA rallying is tougher than it’s even been 
in the 50-year history of the national 
championship, so we are not expecting 
an easy return to the rally scene, 
although I do enjoy the challenges of the 
Sasol Rally routes,” said the determined 
Basil Read bizhub Ford driver.
 Both Marius Heyns, CEO of Basil 
Read, which has just joined the ranks of 
motorsport sponsors, and Alan Griffi th, 
managing director of long-running 
sponsor, Konica Minolta, have expressed 
their delight at the fact that their rally 
team will be back in action with a new 
Ford Fiesta S2000 for the country’s 
biggest rally of the year which takes 
place in the ideal terrain of Mpumalanga 
and is an event which has enjoyed the 
backing of Sasol for 19 years.

The Basil Read bizhub Ford Rally Team is literally 
rising up from the ashes to return to the fray in 
the Sasol Rally, third of the eight rounds that 
make up the 2010 Sasol SA Rally Championship.

WILKEN MAKES WELCOME RETURN 

Story by Wilken Communication Mngt
Picture by SportsPics

Featuring European rally championships, British rally championships, Rally America 
events, international rally results and videos, as well as S2000 and WRC news.

THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE WORLD OF RALLYING

        www.rallybuzz.com
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Stepping onto a plane in minus seven 
degrees on a snowy runway at 11 o’clock 
at night; stepping off the plane 12 hours 
later into a sun-cooked runway, about 35 
degrees hotter, and then being asked to 
put on a three-layer suit and sit in a hot, 
loud metal box whilst its being thrashed 
around a narrow dirt road and having to 
shout gobbledegook at a madman may 
not sound like too much fun to some 
people, but I’ll tell you now it’s the best 
damn feeling in the world.
 I’ve been involved in rallying 
since before I can even remember. My 

father, Bill Sturrock, having competed in 
a wide variety of competitive machinery 
all over Europe before having his career 
cut short in a terrible accident on the 
infamous Isle of Man; a fl at out to dead 
stop crash in a Metro 6R4 which left him 
with serious spinal and neck injuries and 
an 8 month stay in hospital.
 But, rather than turn his back 
on the sport, he instead decided to work 
with the Scottish Rally Championship 
to provide a standardised route note 
system to all its competitors. With the 
Scottish Championship now the best 
attended in the UK (around 115 entries 
per event from WRC cars through to 
1000cc Vauxhall Novas) he is defi nitely 

“For your fi rst article, could you perhaps write a 
bit about yourself, how you came into rallying and 
landed a seat in a factory team in South Africa?” 
This was the brief given to Drew Sturrock, the 
young Scotsman taking on the rallying world, for 
his fi rst EXCLUSIVE column in HANDBRAKES & 
HAIRPINS. Enjoy his international adventures!

COLUMN: DREW STURROCK

Story by Drew Sturrock
Pictures by Motorpics
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kept busy!
 After telling people the story 
about what happened to my Dad I 
am often asked why I do rallying. It’s 
certainly understandable why I would 
choose not to, but it was actually my 
father who was the driving force behind 
getting me into the passenger seat.  
 When I turned 16, we did 
a navigational rally together, just as 
a test, and won it outright with no 
penalties before I started my career 
proper heading out into the woods for 
the Snowman Rally in Inverness in a 
Ford Escort MK2 beside local talent 
Fraser Gellan. Looking sideways out of 
the window to read notes was certainly 
an experience, and one that I try to 
replicate as often as possible. 
 My fi rst year culminated with 
being asked beside the father of the 
late great Colin McRae, Jimmy, in his 
Escort. Jimmy, himself a fi ve-time British 
Champion, was a massive boost to both 
my confi dence and my experience, and 
although we retired due to gearbox 
failure, helped me no ends in my quest 
to get a career in motorsport.
 The year after I again 
competed in Scotland in the Peugeot 
205 Challenge, before moving into 
the UK Fiesta Sporting Trophy beside 
reigning Scottish Peugeot 205 Challenge 
Champion Alick Kerr in 2008. I stayed 
with Alick for the 2009 season where we 
moved up to 4WD in the Scottish Rally 
Championship, and at the end of the 
season I fi nished up fourth overall and 
top Junior Co-Driver. I was also selected 
to become a member of the MSAUK 
British Rally Academy, the fi rst co-driver 
from Scotland to have been selected. 
The British Rally Academy was a scheme 
run by former World Champion Robert 
Reid to try and select the best and 
brightest from the UK’s young rallying 
talent and train them up to become 
future World Champions.
 2009 also gave me my fi rst 
taste of South Africa, sitting beside 
Theuns Joubert in his VW Polo S2000, 

which was a real eye-opener to the 
nature of South African roads I can tell 
you! Never have I seen a call of 1300 
metres over bump before! While out 
there I made friends with a great many 
people, including Leon Botha, who Dad 
helped to create the Route Note system 
South African’s use today.
 I am a busy boy this year. I’m 
doing three championships, separated 
by around about 9 500 km! I was 
committed to do both the Scottish 
Rally Championship in a Grp N Evo IX 
with Colin McRae “If in doubt Flat Out” 
award winner David Wilson and the 
Scottish Tarmac Rally Championship 
with former Albar Scholarship winner 
Kevin Ross in an ex-Prodrive Subaru 
Impreza, and then two weeks before the 
Total Tour Natal, just as I was away to 
leave work to travel up to Inverness for 
the (this time aptly named) Snowman 
Rally, I get a phone call from the 
southern hemisphere, asking me what 
my plans were for the season, and if I 
was available to tackle the Tour beside 
Johnny Gemmel in his factory-run Toyota 
Auris S2000. After about 0.25 seconds 
of thought I agreed, and it was from 
the -10˚C snow and ice-fest Saturday 
morning that was the Snowman Rally 
to the 35˚C heat and humidity fest that 
was the Total Tour Natal Rally! A couple 
of calls to Robert Reid soon assisted me, 
however, and acclimatising to the heat 
became that much easier.
 I have been blessed with 
a mixture of good fortune and good 
backing so far in my career, having 
a large pool of both my own rallying 
friends and my fathers to help assist me 
in getting to where I am today, and for 
that I am truly thankful. What will the 
rest of the year hold? Keep an eye on 
Handbrakes & Hairpins to fi nd out.
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With the advent of the already popular 
S2000 World Rally Championship and 
World Cup for Manufacturers and Teams, 
the development of S2000 rally cars has 
increased tenfold.
 An already highly successful 
rally car platform, the Skoda Fabia 
S2000 is undergoing a redevelopment 
for 2010 to enhance its performance in 
the face of newer rivals.
 Unveiled at the recent Geneva 
Motor Show, the second generation 
Skoda Fabia S2000 attracted much 
attention in the motorsport world, but 
with the release of video footage of the 
Fabia S2000 MkII being put through its 
paces by Juho Hanninen and Nicolas 
Vouilloz in the Czech Republic recently.
 Skoda Motorsport, who are 
currently heading the Intercontinental 

Rally Challenge’s Manufacturers’ title 
fi ght, is planning to have the car’s 
competition debut midway through this 
year on a European round of the IRC. 
According to a spokesperson from Skoda 
Motorsport, the only major difference 
between the revamped Fabia and its 
predecessor is an increase in width to 
1820mm (to comply with new FIA rally 
regulations) and a small tweak to the 
design of the front bumper.
 In my opinion, Skoda 
Motorsport are downplaying this 
new version of the Fabia S2000 for 
some reason. It will be every inch as 
sophisticated and impressive as its Blue 
Oval rivals…
 To see for yourself, please click 
the following link to view a YouTube 
video (video by MrListerCZ): 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHgr
enZDXoU&feature=player_embedded

Story by Evan Rothman
Pictures by Skoda Auto

Skoda, the Czech motor manufacturer, has been 
developing their new-for-2010 rally machine. 

SKODA UNVEILS NEW RALLY WEAPON

Edox has now made this dream come 
true with a collection wholly dedicated 
to the World Rally Championship. 
Developed exclusively for Edox, the 
new 36 calibre is a true revolution in 
the worlds of watchmaking and cars. In 
addition to the standard displays, the 
new WRC Chronorally offers a plethora 
of new possibilities: stage timing with 
an accumulated stage time, recount/
replay mode, countdown mode and 
chronograph. All these functions are 
accessible by means of the pushpieces 
and the crown, which, with its outsize 
design, permits easy access for the 
gloved hands of a rally driver.
 An instrument that is truly 
dedicated to the world’s best rally 
drivers and their co-drivers, the WRC 
Chronograph also boasts original car-
theme details, with, for example, its 
raised caseback representing a wheel 
rim and its rubber wristband reproducing 
the contours of car tyres.
 Edox has been taken on as the 
offi cial timing partner for the WRC World 
Rally Championship for the next three 
years.

What rally driver has 
never dreamed of fi nally 
having a watch that 
would enable them to 
time their performance?

KEEPING TIME 
WITH THE WRC

FEATURES



There will be a universal feeling of the 
fi rst day in school as the fi ve drivers and 
co-drivers pull on their Pirelli overalls for 
the fi rst time at this Thursday’s pre-
event shakedown test.
 Shakedown is a vital 
opportunity for the crews to acquaint 
themselves with the Mitsubishi Lancer 
Evolution Xs they will drive on a further 
fi ve rounds of the FIA World Rally 
Championship. Some of the drivers 
have competed or tested their own cars 
ahead of the Istanbul-based event, but 
this is the rally which they have all been 
focused on since they were selected for 
the programme by their FIA Regional 
Rally Championships last season.
 The rally ahead - Rally of Turkey 
(15-18 April) The Rally of Turkey is an 
entirely different event from the one 
which last featured in the World Rally 
Championship, in 2008. The rally has 
moved 700 kilometres north from the 
Mediterranean coastal resort of Kemer 
at the south of the country right up to 
Istanbul – Turkey’s largest city, though 
not its capital. The fi ve drivers and 
co-drivers from the Pirelli Star Driver 
scheme will get to rub shoulders with 
the 12,8 million other people who live in 
what’s reckoned to be the world’s fi fth 
largest populated city. Istanbul has many 
claims to fame, including being this 
year’s European Capital of Culture, but 
its biggest has to be that it’s the world’s 
only city which straddles two continents: 
Europe and Asia. The division between 
the two is the Bosphorus Strait, a stretch 
of water with the Black Sea to the north 

and the Sea of Marmara to the south, 
keeping the two land masses apart. 
 Two of the fi ve drivers are 
featured this week, the pairings from 
Africa and from New Zealand.

Car #37 - Peter Horsey/Moses Matovu. 
Peter Horsey said: “My plan for this 
event is to get to the end without having 
to use SupeRally, that’s defi nitely the 
fi rst priority. I don’t really know too 
much – if anything – about this event. 
I’ve been reading up about Turkey 
before coming to the event and it’s a 
really interesting country. Providing 
everything is going well for us on the 
event and I’m feeling confi dent in the 
car after the fi rst day, towards the 
end of Saturday and on Sunday I’d be 
looking to push on and go a bit quicker, 
but certainly there is no plan to be fl at-
out on this rally; this one is all about 
learning and extending what we did in 
Italy last month. I have managed to get 
a little bit more driving in since the Pirelli 
Star Driver test: I did the opening round 
of the British Rally Championship in my 
own Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X, which 
helped me get more used to the car. 
I’m hoping to do the second BRC round 
[Pirelli International Rally, 23 - 24 April] 
to get more seat time. Coming from 
Africa, I guess the formative Rally of 
Turkey – with its rougher roads – might 
have been better for me, but, in all 
honesty, I’m fed-up with driving on the 
rough stuff! If there’s the chance to get 
down some fast and smooth gravel roads 
then I’m all up for that!”

Car #38 - Hayden Paddon/John Kennard.
Hayden Paddon said: “I’m glad to get 

back into Europe – and Asia – for this 
opening round of the Pirelli Star Driver 
programme, it’s been a really busy time 
for me at home. After I fi nished the 
training in Edinburgh and the testing 
in Italy, I went straight back down to 
New Zealand and had to work hard to 
get my own Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution 
IX ready for Rally New Zealand. I did 
a day of testing, which was good seat 
time before Turkey, but it also got our 
car perfect for my home round of the 
WRC. But being back with the Pirelli Star 
Driver team is great. I’m really excited 
about Turkey. It’s not somewhere that 
I know a lot about, but I’ve been doing 
some research and I hear the roads are 
quite smooth and fast, which is good. 
I also heard the organisers have been 
building the roads up quite a lot. This 
is great because it does make them 
smooth, but at the same time, if it rains 
quite hard then a lot of that gravel 
can easily get pulled out to leave the 
roads pretty rutted. We’ll just have to 
wait and see, I guess a lot depends on 
what the weather’s going to do around 
that time. In the test we did in Italy 
last month, I could feel straight away 
that the car was quicker than the one 
we have at home. Turkey is going to 
be a big learning curve for us all, but 
the good thing for me is that it’s not a 
round of the Production Car World Rally 
Championship, which we’re contesting 
this year, so that means we can settle 
into the car a little bit on this fi rst event  
without worrying about taking points.”

This week’s Rally of Turkey marks the fi rst event 
in the second season of the Pirelli Star Driver 
programme.

PIRELLI STAR DRIVERS ALL ACTION

Story by www.fi a.com
Picture by www.fi a.com
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The last time this i30 was seen by the 
wider car-loving population of Australia, 
it was being taunted by the stars of 
Britain’s top-rated motoring program, 
Top Gear, at their live shows at Sydney’s 
Acer Arena in 2009. In fact, it was even 
driving for the British crew of Jeremy 
Clarkson and Richard Hammond in the 
football game. Now, it’s changed teams 
and livery... and headed for a completely 
different surface. 
 Team Hyundai Rallye is taking 
on the “eco-challenge” and tackling 
the gravel in the 2010 Australian Rally 
Championship. The i30 has undergone a 
metamorphosis since it was seen on Top 
Gear Live. Apart from the paint scheme, 
the car has also become Turbo-Diesel 
and manual. The small issue of the i30 
being both petrol and automatic would 
need to be overcome. Fortunately, a 
donor engine and gearbox also became 
available through Hyundai Motor 
Company Australia, and the switch was 
made. Two phases of exterior work were 
undertaken one to repair football scuff-
marks and make sure the car was once 
again ready for its new sporting arena 
- rally. The second came after Bond Roll 
Cages wove their magic throughout 
the car, and it had the “jungle gym” 
inserted. With this superior cage and 
other welding undertaken to strengthen 
the bodywork for the world of rallying, 
the car was back to the panel beaters for 
a new colour scheme – Hyundai Blue.
 Stripping the car down for all 
this work was one thing, and it had 

been done in relatively quick time due 
to some tight deadlines. Putting the 
car back together again to production 
standards meant some tireless hours 
tracking down each and every last 
interior piece to ensure that it met the 
rigorous standards for a production car 
in the ARC “Showroom Class”. These 
parts, in a non-production based rally 
car, would be left out to eliminate 
additional weight. Once the arduous 
task of putting all of the parts, both 
mechanical and interior, back into the 
car was complete, it was off to the sign-
writers to get those sponsor stickers 
showing up shiny and new, particularly 
Hyundai Genuine Parts program, who 
have provided signifi cant funding to get 
the car and the team to where they are 
now.
 The team will commence its 
2010 Rally Program at the NSW Round 
of the Australian Rally Championship, to 
be held in Coffs Harbour on 15-16 May. 
Team driver Mick Gillett is chomping at 
the bit to get behind the wheel of his 
new mount. “It’s taken a long time to 
get the i30 ready to rally. We did it the 
hard way, not only starting with a pre-
loved vehicle but having to do the drive 
train swap as well, but the i30 is ready 
and so are we.”
 The i30 has proven is value in 
the Australian market and Team Hyundai 
Rallye are out to prove its reliability 
and toughness in the Australian Rally 
Championship in 2010.

Story by Team Hyundai Rallye
Pictures by Team Hyundai Rallye

In Australia a diesel-powered Hyundai i30 is set to 
make its rally debut next month. From its star role 
in the the Top Gear Live show in Sydne, this car 
has now been stripped down and converted into a 
serious rally tool.

FROM TOP GEAR TO TOP SPEED

FEATURES

Australian Rally Championship:
01) 26 – 28 February: Rally Tasmania
02) 16 – 18 April: Quit Forest Rally
03) 14 – 16 May: Coffs Coast Rally
04) 24 – 26 June: Scouts Rally SA
05) 31 Jul – 01 Aug: Rally of Queensland
06) 13 November: Rally Victoria

Quit Forest Rally promises exciting 
action from record entries:
New challenges, improved stages and a fi rst for the 
Australian Rally Championship are set to make the 
2010 Quit Forest Rally this April one of the most 
exciting events on the Australian motorsport calendar. 
 Quit Forest Rally organisers are predicting 
a record number of local and national teams will 
converge on the Busselton and Nannup regions of 
Western Australia for what is set to be a motorsport 
extravaganza unlike any other in Australia. 
 Traditionally a round of the Australian 
Rally Championship the 2010 Quit Forest Rally will 
also play host to rounds of the West Australian Rally 
Championship, the WA Clubman Series, as well as 
the new inclusion, Quit Forest Rally Moto and the 
Shannons Busselton Sprint. 
 Quit Forest Rally Moto will see the 
inclusion of motorbikes in an event for the fi rst time in 
the history of the Australian Rally Championship with 
more details about the event to be released in coming 
weeks. 
 Entries for  the rally components of the 
event open today and following record numbers in 
2009 Quit Forest Rally Event Director Ross Tapper 
is looking forward to welcoming teams back to the 
region. Entries for the Motor and Shannons Busselton 
Sprint will be open soon. 
 “We pride ourselves on improving 
the quality of the event for both competitors and 
spectators each year and the 2010 Quit Forest Rally is 
going to be one of the biggest years yet,” Tapper said. 
 “We are continuing to run the event 
through the plantations around Nannup as well as 
the Busselton Toyota Super Special Stage on the 
Busselton foreshore providing spectators with the 
best rally action possible at some of the preeminent 
spectator points in the ARC.
 Entries for the 2010 Quit Forest Rally are 
now open with forms and information available for 
download on www.rally.com.au and www.rallywa.com
- Credit: www.rallywa.com
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Round Two of the Absa South African 
National Off Road Racing Championship 
takes place in Mpumalanga on 16 - 17 
April. The racing action will be red hot!
 Starting from the Lydenburg 
Toyota dealership at 08h00 on 17 
April, this challenging yet fast event 
will fi nish at the Lydenburg Rugby Club 
after a gruelling few hours in their race 
machines. The Donaldson Prologue, 
to determine start positions for the 
race, will take place on Friday at 11h30 
from the Lydenburg Rugby Club. As 
usual, this event is spectator friendly 
with numerous vantage points within 
easy reach of Lydenburg. Access to the 
service point and spectator areas is free 
of charge.
 At the season-opening event 
held recently in the Western Cape, 
a number of top teams fell victim to 
the tough conditions. Looking to post 
their points of the season will be the 
two Team Castrol Toyota Hiluxes of 
Duncan Vos/Rob Howie and Anthony 
Taylor/Robin Houghton. Toyota has the 
numerical advantage in the Production 
Vehicle’s SP Class, but will have be 
mindful of the challenges expected from 

the Nissan Navara crews and the Ford 
Ranger turbodiesel teams.
 For this event’s entry list, no 
less than 16 SP Class cars will be seen. 
Interestingly, more cars are being 
prepared for the next event on the 
Championship’s calendar.
 Class D will once more be 
dominated by Dewald van Breda/Johann 
du Toit (Northam Toyota D4D), and 
should claim Class honours once more 
this weekend. 
 Class E will see rookie Lance 
Woolridge (son of multiple champion 
Neil) take to this event with verve with 
experienced navigator Ward Huxtable 
beside him in the Ford Ranger.
 The Special Vehicle Category 
is wide open at this early stage of the 
season: to predict a winner will prove 
tricky. The fi eld in the premier Class A is 
bustling with highly-competitive cars and 
crews, with a number of them capable of 
taking the win here.
 Shameer Variawa/Siegfried 
Rousseau (Team Total Porter) have 
started their 2010 season off in the best 
possible way by winning the fi rst round, 
but will have to be prepared to take risks 
this weekend if they wish to remain at 
the top of the leaderboard on Saturday 
afternoon in Lydenburg.

 The Motorite Racing BAT of 
Evan Hutchison/Achim Bergmann will 
prove their biggest challengers, but the 
Century Racing car of Colin Matthews/
Alan Smith were threatening in second 
place in the last round and will claim a 
victory in 2010.
 Herman and Wichard Sullward 
(Sullward Racing SVR) put on a powerful 
debut showing recently, and as this car 
fi nds its feet in the season it will be a 
title contender.
 Brandon Harcus, with reigning 
Production Car co-drivers’ champion 
Ralph Pitchford deputising for Scott 
Watson who has golf commitments, also 
comes into the picture in the new JMR 
Fleet Management BAT. Harcus is always 
full of aggression and could make a few 
waves.
 Class B is just as competitive 
as Class A: Derick du Toit (Orange Tree 
BAT) will line-up as favourite, but he 
should not forget the Makanete brothers 
Keith and Andrew in their Zarco.
 Johan van Staden/James 
Rossouw (KEC BAT) won Class P in the 
Adenco 400, so keep an eye on them for 
weekend’s Class win.

SANORRC: TOYOTA DEALER 400
16 - 17 April 2010
To consolidate or play the catch-up games: these 
are the choices facing the top contenders in 
both the Production Vehicle and Special Vehicle 
categories at this weekend’s Toyota Dealer 400. 

SANORRC Toyota Dealer 400

Story by Evan Rothman
Pictures by Motorpics
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Xavier Pons claimed his second 
successive victory in the new Super 
2000 World Rally Championship, to now 
lead the S-WRC Drivers’ standings with a 
10-point lead. The Spaniard showcased 
his hard-earned rally experience from 
the very fi rst stage of the S-WRC Jordan 
Rally, pushing his mighty Fiesta S2000 
to breaking point in some stages and 
having the talent to know when to hold 
back in other stages to beat off the six 
other hard-charging Ford Fiesta S2000s 
and four Skoda Fabias S2000 crews 
entered at the weekend.
 As expected, the Jordan Rally 

saw a high rate of attrition as crews 
in all classes and categories retired in 
the exhausting heat of Jordan. Pons 
was able to enjoy a comfortable fi nish 
to his rally as a number of big name 
S-WRC crews suffered ill luck on the 
rally’s opening stages on Day One. In 
fact, the fi ght for S-WRC honours was 
only between Pons and Portuguese 
rally ace Bernardo Sousa (Ford Fiesta 
S2000) at the end of Day One. However, 
Sousa was excluded from the event 
for receiving outside assistance on his 
way to reach fi nal service on Day Two 
after an electrical problem cut his car’s 
engine and this left Pons to take an 
unchallenged rally win.
 “I am very happy with this 
result,” said Pons. “Winning in Mexico 

S-WRC: JORDAN RALLY
01 - 03 April 2010
Xavier Pons and Alex Haro were once again 
unmatched on their drive to the fi nish line this 
past weekend in Jordan. 

PONS MAKES IT A DOUBLE IN 2010

Story by Evan Rothman
Pictures by M-Sport, Red Bull Rally, Red 
Bull Photo Files
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Patrik Flodin (Subaru Impreza) claimed 
his second win of the 2010 season in 
Jordan, despite a scare in the last 5km 
of the fi nal stage. Leading by more 
than 02min, Flodin’s car’s rear cross 
member failed and he managed to drag 
his Impreza to the fi nish line with two 
buckled rear wheels.
 “I never thought I wouldn’t 
win because I knew if I drove carefully I 
would be okay,” said the Swedish driver.  
 “Fortunately the road was quite 
fl at and smooth for the last two stages 
and I had no problem keeping my lead. 
This is now the fi fth rally that I have won 
this season so I am very happy.”
 Armindo Araujo, the reigning 
Production Car World Rally Champion, 
was second in his Mitsubishi Lancer 
Evolution X. 
 Araujo had been in a close 
battle with Flodin on Day One but lost 
valuable time on Day Two with set-up 
problems. He coasted on Day Three to 
safeguard his second place.
 “We had no problems with the 
car today, just some things we know 
we can develop for our next rally,” said 
Araujo. “We decided after the fi rst stage 
that there was no point taking any risks 
so we slowed down. But I am happy 
because this is a good result for the 
championship.”
 A strong performance by 
Nicholai Georgiou, the Middle East’s 
Pirelli Star Driver representative for 
2010, saw him complete the rally in third 
place. 
 One minute behind him was 
Spyros Pavlides, and Amjad Farrah 
placed in fi fth position. 
 The debut of China’s Rui Wang 
(Subaru Impreza) saw him claim sixth 
place, and he promises more pace in 
future events. 
 Paulo Nobre (who recently 
completed in the IRC rounds in 
Argentina and Brazil) claimed seventh 
position to nab his fi rst P-WRC points.
 Unfortunately for Martin 
Semerad, who was lying in second place 
on Day One, the youg driver lost time on 
Day Two with a broken differential. His 
rally ended abruptly on Day Three after 
he hit a rock and broke a front wheel off 
his Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X.

Story by Evan Rothman

P-WRC: JORDAN 
RALLY
01 - 03 April 2010
With 23 years of highly-
competitive rallying 
under its belt, the 2010 
Production World Rally 
Championship still 
offers up many thrills 
and spills this season. 

was a surprise because I didn’t know 
the car so well. Also here, I did not have 
a good feeling with the car at the start 
with too much oversteer. It was a hard 
rally, a bit like Cyprus and Greece and 
apart from losing my powersteering on 
the fi nal stage I really had no problems 
today.”
 Second in the S-WRC category 
was Eyvind Brynildsen (Skoda Fabia 
S2000), despite having to drive for 
most of the rally with only two-wheel 
drive after a differential failure as he 
didn’t have enough money to buy a 
replacement part. 
 “I think I drove faster on the 
recce than I did today because I was 
just driving in the middle of the road to 
get to the fi nish,” said the Norwegian. 
“There were so many noises coming 
from the car today and that got me 
really worried. But we made it although 
without the problems I really think I 
could have won here.”
 Per-Gunnar Andersson crashed 
on Day One of the event, but managed 
to claw his way to claim the fi nal spot on 
the podium in his Skoda Fabia S2000. 
 Nasser Al-Attiyah showed his 
quick pace by fi nishing fourth, leaving 
his rivals to guess at his true potential. 
He crashed on Day One and then limped 

through Day Two’s stages with a broken 
throttle cable, but hung on for the fi nish 
line.
 The talented Patrik Sandell and 
co-driver Emil Axelsson (Skoda Fabia 
S2000) fi nished in fi fth place after a 
somewhat frustrating rally. 
 Michal Kosciuszko was second 
when he crashed his Ford Fiesta S2000 
on Day Three’s third stage, and was 
fl own to a hospital in Amman for 
examination and observation. At the 
time of going to publication, Kosciuszko 
was in a stable condition and recovering 
well.
 The next round on the S-WRC 
calendar is the S-WRC Rally New 
Zealand on 07 – 09 May.

FLODIN WINS!

Final Classifi cation:
01) X. Pons/A. Haro   - 04hr 10m 09,8s
02) E. Brynildsen/C. Menkerud  +        12m 52,0s
03) P-G. Andersson/J. Andersson +        19m 58,4s
04) N. Al-Attiyah/G. Bernacchini +        21m 17,2s
05) P. Sandell/D. Axelsson +        41m 41,2s
06) J. Ketomaa/M. Stenberg +        56m 20,5s
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Ashley recently became the youngest 
rallyist to win a Class on a National 
Rally when he won Class A5 on the 
recent Toyota Dealer Rally and now the 
Swartland talent is also the youngest 
ever overall winner of a Western Cape 
Regional rally.
 Thorsten Pey/Mark Palmer 
made sure Ashley earned his victory by 
running a close second to him for most 
of the event. SS5 saw Pey/Palmer lose 
a high speed argument with a fence 
post, and with the front wheel alignment 
askew on the Winning Business 
Solutions/Forsdicks Tygervalley Class S4 
BMW 325i, they dropped 01min 30sec 
and tested their service crew to repair 
the damage before tackling the fi nal 
stage. Veltie Doetrich and his merry men 
worked wonders to keep the BMW in the 
running.
 Newcomers Sebastiaan and 
Daniel Klaasen ran consistently in their 
Subaru Impreza STi Class S4/N4, but 
a blown turbo on SS5 saw them slow 
dramatically to eventually fi nish only 
their second rally just 41sec ahead 
of the REACT Marketing Mitsubishi 
Lancer GT1600 Class S2/N2 of Andy 
Haigh-Smith/Patrick Vermaak. With no 
chance of a win as a result of their car’s 
performance, Haigh-Smith/Vermaak 
pushed hard to bring their yellow-liveried 
rally machine to post a fastest stage 
time in SS5 on their way to fourth place 
overall.
 Andre George/George du Toit 
started the event off cautiously after 
their roll on the recent Toyota Dealer 

Rally, but gradually upped their pace 
to fi nish an encouraging fi fth overall in 
the neatly rebuilt Flying Fridge Toyota 
Conquest RSi 1600 Class S3. Sixth place 
overall was claimed by Jerry Bailey/Brian 
Hoskins in their Volkswagen Golf 1400 
Class S1/A5. 
 The combined ages of 
youngsters Divan de Goede and Henry 
Kohne probably does not match either of 
the Volkswagen Golf’s crew, but they had 
to accept a 03sec defeat at the hands 
of the more experienced team. Nursing 
rather tired shockabsorbers, the West 
Coast duo did themselves proud to fi nish 
seventh overall and third in Class S3 
with their almost standard Toyota Corolla 
RSi 1600. 
 Gavin Grierson and Paul van 
Greunen placed eighth in the tailhappy 
Nissan Skyline 2.8 GTX Class S4 and 
they even shed some weight when driver 
Grierson smeared the left rear corner of 
the car against a gate post. Second in 
Class S4 was rewarding on an event that 
quite simply does not suit this heavy 
rear -heel drive car. Derrick Benjamin/
Adrie Stander should have been higher 
up the leaderboard than ninth overall, 
but the throttle body on their Class S4 
Volkswagen Polo 2.0 came adrift on SS5 
to lose them nearly 03min.
 Warren Scholtz/Justin Gay 
(Volkswagen Polo 1.8 Class S3) rounded 
out the top ten in their fi rst fi nish of the 
season. The fi nal classifi ed fi nishers in 
eleventh place were Paul Emmanuel/
Jody Eadie in their Volkswagen Golf 1400 
Class S1/A5. They too lost valuable time 
in SS5. 
 Kesevan Naidoo and Daniel 
Blaser had to call it a day at the start 

of SS6 when their Freightmore Class 
S3 Toyota Conquest RSi 1600 refused 
to engage a gear. Clinton and Keenan 
Sassman were credited with the fastest 
time on SS1 and were lying in fourth 
place in their Class S4 E30 BMW 325i 
when they were forced to retire with 
suspension failure.
 Llewellyn Jones/Craig Gray 
retired after SS1 when their Class S4 
Volkswagen Golf TDi 1.9 refused to 
perform, while Stefanie and Willem 
Hugo disappeared into the scenery on 
SS1 with their Wiel/Select Cars Toyota 
Corolla RXi 1600 Class S3/A6. In her 
defence father Willem failed to inform 
her that shortly after the fl at-out R2 into 
an extremely slippery R9. The result of 
this error was a somewhat bent Toyota.
 The 155km event saw two 
stages repeated three times, starting 
and fi nishing on the farm Vlakvlei. 
Du Toit and Magda Schreuder and 
neighbours played the role of fabulous 
hosts for this event. It was great to 
experience this much enthusiasm by the 
local farmers to have these events run 
on their properties. 
 Round Four of the Western 
Cape Regional Rally Championship will 
be run much in the same format, but will 
be starting at 21h00 on Friday evening 
on 7 May. 

WCRRC: VLAKVLEI RALLY
10 April 2010
Ashley Haigh-Smith and Hilton Auffray surprised 
even themselves when they won the WBMK 
Vlakvlei Rally in the REACT Marketing Toyota 
Corolla RXi 1600 Class A6.

NEW WINNER EMERGES IN CAPE

Story by Patrick Vermaak
Pictures by Eric Joseph

Final Classifi cation:
01) A. Haigh-Smith/H. Auffray  - 56m 04s
02) T. Pey/M. Palmer   + 01m 35s
03) S. Klaasen/D. Klaasen  + 05m 07s
04) A. Haigh-Smith/P. Vermaak  + 05m 48s
05) A. George/G. Du Toit  + 07m 30s
06) J. Bailey/B. Hoskins  + 07m 45s 
07) D. De Goede/H. Kohne  + 07m 47s
08) G. Grierson/P. Van Greunen  + 09m 52s
09) D. Benjamin/A. Stander  + 10m 47s
10) W. Scholtz/J. Gay   + 19m 35s



VELOCE PUBLISHING
THE PUBLISHERS OF FINE AUTOMOTIVE BOOKS

WIN! One of five selected 
books from the popular 
“Rally Giants” series 
every two weeks.

PLUS save 25% on Veloce 
Publishing’s Books* when ordered 
directly from www.veloce.co.uk by 
quoting “HHrally25” at checkout.
* Offer excludes leather and limited editions, gifts vouchers, 
other coinciding offers and non-Veloce products. P&P extra.

This week’s prize is “Subaru 
Impreza” written by Graham 
Robson. 
Question: What engine 
layout is synonymous with 
Subaru?
Send your answers to 
evanrothman@gmail.com. 
The winner will be randomly 
chosen from correct entries 
received.
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Short, fast and technical stages with 
smooth and wide gravel roads tempt 
daring drivers to cut apexes to shave a 
tenth or two of a second off their stage 
times. With heavy rain falling in the 
build-up to this weekend’s WRC Rally of 
Turkey, many of the roads will still be 
wet and muddy, and along with the large 
rocks that lie hidden off the tracks, it 
will be the bravest (and most cunning) 
driver and co-driver that steps onto the 
top step of the winners’ podium come 
Sunday afternoon.
 The World Rally Championship 
is not short of brave nor cunning 
drivers, what with the likes of Sebastien 
Loeb, Mikko Hirvonen, Petter Solberg, 
Sebastien Ogier and Jari-Matti Latvala 
all ticking those boxes. In the previous 
three events on the calendar, I’d have 
to stick my neck out to say that Petter 
Solberg inches ahead of his fellow rivals 
in this regard and will offer the biggest 
threat for victory to factory drivers Loeb 
and Hirvonen. I’d go one step further to 
say that Mikko and Sebastien Loeb will 
fi ght it out through team tactics, but 
that is a given (and that rules out Dani 
Sordo and Sebastien Ogier on fi nishing 
on the podium…).
 Istanbul is the fi fth largest 
city in the world, and now plays host to 
the growing World Rally Championship 
circus. This Turkish city takes over as 
the base for the Rally of Turkey (as seen 
in 2008) from Kemer on Turkey’s south 
coast. Interestingly, this is the fi rst 
WRC event to span both the continents 
Europe and Asia as this stunning city 
is built over and around the Bosphorus 
River at the gateway between Europe 
and Asia.
 These fast rally roads in the 
north of the country have not been 
used by the WRC before, so crews 
have had to knuckle down to expert 
and precise note-taking this week. To 
boot, this event is the fi rst in 2010 to 
take advantage of the new-for-2010 

rules allowing mixed surface stages: 
the WRC Rally of Turkey is for all intents 
and purposes a gravel event, but 
almost a third of the second leg is run 
on asphalt stages (about 11% of the 
total competitive distance). Adding to 
the spectacle, rally crews will only be 
permitted to use Pirelli’s Scorpion gravel 
tyres on all the stages… This means 
there will be many sideways actions for 
us spectators and enthusiasts to gawp 
over on YouTube later!
 A total of 23 stages await crews 
over the three legs of the event, with a 
total distance of 1 108.57km of which 
358.84 of those will be competitive. The 
rally is based in the Pendik region on 
the eastern fringe of Istanbul, one of 
the oldest residential districts in the city. 
The service park is located there. The 
rally gets underway on Thursday evening 
next to Istanbul’s famous Blue Mosque 
in the European side of the city, before 
crossing the Bosphorus River into Asia 
where the rest of the event is based. 
Friday’s opening leg is the shortest and 
is clustered around the Black Sea holiday 
resort of Sile, north east of Pendik. It is 
entirely gravel, apart from an end-of-
day asphalt SuperSpecial stage on the 
shores of the Bosphorus in Istanbul. The 
second leg again journeys north to the 
Black Sea, and six of the eight stages 
contain asphalt. The fi nal day’s action is 
inland and close to Pendik.
 Follow HANDBRAKES & 
HAIRPINS this weekend as we offer 
stage results throughout the weekend: 
http://wp.me/pkXc. A full event review 
will be published in next week’s issue 
and is not to be missed!

WRC: RALLY OF TURKEY
15 - 18 April 2010
Welcome to Round Four of the 2010 World Rally 
Championship, as crews line-up in Istanbul to 
tackle the new-look Rally of Turkey.

GRAVEL, GRITTED TEETH AND GEARS

Story by Evan Rothman
Pictures by WorldRallyPics

WRC Drivers’ Champinship:
01) Sebastien Loeb - 68 pts
02) Jari-Matti Latvala - 43 pts
03) Mikko Hirvonen - 37 pts
04) Petter Solberg - 35 pts
05) Sebastien Ogier - 34 pts
06) Dani Sordo- 24 pts
07) Henning Solberg - 18 pts
08) Matthew Wilson - 16 pts
09) Federico Villagra - 12 pts
10) Xavier Pons - 5 pts

WRC Manufacturers’ Championship:
01) Citroen Total WRT   - 101 pts
02) BP Ford Abu Dhabi WRT  - 87 pts
03) Citroen Junior Team  - 48 pts
04) Stobart VK M-Sport Ford RT - 44 pts
05) Munchi’s Ford WRT   - 16 pts




